Screening for reactive intermediates and toxicity assessment in drug discovery.
Moving forward in the 21st century, toxicity remains a significant cause for failures during drug development, and limited correlations exist between preclinical in vitro cellular toxicity and/or in vivo animal toxicity models, and human toxicity. This is due, in part, to the fact that drug candidates generally target multiple tissues rather than single organs, and result in a series of inter-related biochemical events. Drug-induced toxicities, such as idiosyncratic drug reactions, represent a serious complication of drug therapy that needs to be addressed at the drug discovery stage. Many robust toxicity screening methods, however, have been developed, and are described in the literature. Although biochemical mechanisms of drug-induced toxicities are complex, by combining these screening methods into a panel of assays, a risk assessment profile/decision-making guide can be obtained for each drug candidate. The panel of assays covered by this review broadly includes in silico prediction of reactive intermediates, detection and structural characterization of reactive intermediates, covalent binding of reactive intermediates to macromolecules, and the impact of reactive intermediates on cellular functions. Current and future strategies for the proper sequencing of these assays in a drug discovery environment are also discussed.